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ABSTRACT
Heritage workers demonstrate creativity and pragmatism to develop solutions reflecting differing
priorities and constraints. Each is a response to specific circumstances and not necessarily
analogous, nevertheless reporting is important within professional circles and the community to
allow for discussion and critique. This paper is one such account, examining approaches to the
conservation of movable Church heritage in Bohol, Philippines.
In October 2013, a 7.3 magnitude earthquake devastated the island, closely followed by Super
Typhoon Haiyan. A large number of coral stone churches -- many nationally heritage listed -- were
partially or totally ruined. In the months following, teams were sent from national cultural
institutions to collaborate with local communities for the salvage and relocation of collections to
adapted storage areas, where they have since been maintained by parishioners. Four years later, in
April 2017, the 5th Asia Pacific Tropical Climate Conservation Art Research Network (APTCCARN)
meeting, themed around cultural heritage recovery and disaster management, focused on these
collections. The delegates -- heritage workers from local parishes, institutions across the Philippines,
and the wider Asia-Pacific -- undertook site visits to assess agents of deterioration and make
recommendations to further improve storage and maintenance.
Four recent graduates of the Masters of Cultural Materials Conservation at the University of
Melbourne were supported by Australian Government funding to continue working in Bohol,
collaborating with local knowledge holders to understand how these recommendations might be
enacted. Strategies were developed to address conservation problems, acknowledging the privilege
and challenges of working with living heritage items in regular use within the community. This paper
explores issues and learnings from the perspective of the recent graduates, such as contending with
mould and pests in tropical climates, developing flexible and sustainable solutions that could easily
be implemented by parishioners, the importance of building strong and lasting relationships, and
methods of communicating and reporting to a wide range of audiences. Acknowledging the paper
primarily focuses on the recent field work, it will also reflect on third party mediation and

conservation collaborations in this space.
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